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OUR GUARANTEE WHEN WE DISPENSE OPTICAL CORRECTION
When we dispense spectacles, it will be after discussing your needs and advising on
the best options. The numbers written on a prescription form do not necessarily reflect
specific lifestyle requirements. It is the role of the dispenser to take time to interpret
your needs and recommend the most suitable correction for those needs. The
prescription is merely the starting point of this process.
Unfortunately the modern marketing ‘spin’ tends to downgrade quality care and
commitment and emphasises ‘cost’ over ‘value’. Understandably most of us wish to
save money and we can be easily tempted by ‘apparent’ savings. This creates a
problem in the profession when prescriptions are taken away. If problems arise who
takes responsibility?

The problem becomes more political as the eye
exam is woefully under-remunerated. Devaluing
the Eye Examination is actually unfair to the
patient as it degrades clinical standards. The ‘profit’
then solely lies in selling spectacles. The faster the
eye exam the more spectacles you can sell!
When a prescription is dispensed elsewhere it is too
easy for less ethical suppliers to simply send you

back to the original examiner when the fault more
likely reflects poor dispensing or poor (cheap) product.
New guidance by the Optical Confederation aims to
clarify the responsibilities of the group who dispensed
the spectacles.



The full OT report and our ongoing commitment.

Any difficulties  you
may  experience with
our spectacles will be
dealt with promptly.
If you have a problem with anything we have dispensed we want to know to be
able to address any concerns you may have. Because we spend time initially
investigating your visual needs we have very few problems. However, if you do
have difficulties ask to see your original Dispensing Consultant.
No matter what the reason, our commitment is to endeavour to solve any
problems you may have.

Our policy has always
been to solve any non-
tolerance problem,
whether we conducted
the original eye exam
or not!

We are proud to
guarantee our
professional care and
professional advice. If
it turns out we
dispensed
inappropriately, we
will modify or change
the management
options.
However, when a
prescription is
taken elsewhere we
can take no such
responsibility.
In these situations
we are often sorting
out someone else's
mistakes; often
reflecting choice of
poor quality or cheap
lenses or simply
because the dispenser
has not spent time
interpreting your
lifestyle requirements.


